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Summary 
 
Despite the increased usage of 3D within the archaeological field, research regarding its             
actual impact on the eventual interpretation of the data collected during fieldwork is lacking.              
This thesis explores the impact 3D implementation has on the archaeological field and its              
effect on the interpretation of the past. It does so by looking at some essential background                
information about a few 3D methods and describes the general usage of these methods.              
Additionally, examples of how 3D is implemented in the archaeological practice are brought             
up, which also showcase how it is altering previous methods used in the area. 3D data                
provides access to analyzable material, which in turn makes this thesis explore how open data               
and ownership of 3D data will influence the interpretation of the past. The actual data               
collection taking place in archaeological fieldwork is also looked into, due to the 3D usage               
containing the ability to minimize any bias otherwise present. Combined with all the             
information, the thesis points out four main points where 3D methods affect the interpretation              
of the past. These four factors are concluded to be the following; creation of new data,                
preserving old data, existence in an accessible format and preventing bias data collection             
during fieldwork. 
 
  

 



 

Abstract 
 
Using 3D methods in the archaeological field makes way for a number of new possibilities.               
However, how these methods affect the interpretation of the past is a rather unexplored              
subject and this thesis investigates the matter by viewing 3D usage within both fieldwork and               
analytic circumstances. It explains how the utilization of 3D works to minimize bias data              
collection, and also how open access in relation to digital 3D data creates more possibilities               
for the interpretation of archaeological data.  
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1. Introduction  
  

1.1 Background 
 
The reasoning behind choosing to work the topic presented emanates from the fact that it,               
seemingly, is an overlooked topic. This is something that only became more evident when it               
turned out to not be possible to find anything written about the subject during the time it took                  
to work on this thesis. When compared to the length of the archeological academic lifespan,               
digital 3D technique has not been around to affect it for long. Consequently, focus seems to                
solely have been lying on producing new ways of using 3D, rather than evaluating its               
eventual effect on the field. This is, of course, valid reasoning. However, the result is leaving                
the recognition of how valuable 3D is to the interpretation of the past unexplored. I will,                
following this, seize the opportunity to identify which key points 3D is benefitting regarding              
the academic interpretations and from there hopefully benefit the understanding of the            
implementation of 3D within the archaeological field. 
 

1.2 Purpose  
 
Interpretations of the past are mirrored by the technological methods we have available today.              
How the implementation of 3D data into archaeology has changed the basis of interpretations              
of collected data has not been thoroughly explored and the point of this thesis is to delve into                  
the subject. The thesis will address how this change is going to affect future analyses of the                 
collected data by pinpointing prominent influencing factors within 3D methods. This will            
include having a closer look at data collection and the bias which effects it. Further, we will                 
also be viewing the accessible nature of 3D data and explore how it can bring a wider range                  
of interpretations from different researchers into circulation.  
 

1.3 Problems 
 
The overall question of this thesis reads as follows: 
 

- What consequences do the implementation of 3D within archaeology have for the            
interpretations of the past?  

 
To examine this problem, further questions are implemented:  
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- What beneficial interpretational methods have been created as a result of the            

implementation of 3D techniques? 
- How do 3D models benefit outsider interpretations of the data? 
- Is open data important to the interpretation of the past, as 3D data can be used as                 

groundwork for scientific analysis? 
 

1.4 Limitations 
 
When presenting examples of different methods used to generate 3D data, I have purposely              
chosen not to go into depth regarding how these 3D methods work. Further, I have avoided                
mentioning too many different 3D methods or tools, as it would not benefit the purpose of                
this thesis. Instead, only the methods mentioned later in the essay are described to create the                
necessary understanding of the technological aspects. An overview of the methodology is            
sought, rather than an individual deep-dive into the different devices and techniques within             
the subject of Laser Scanners or the Image-based 3D generation. There is also great restraint               
put into not diving too deeply into the subject of ownership and politics surrounding the               
world of digital data, as it is, evidently, a rabbit hole of information. Additionally, ethical               
qoustions and disscussions regarding the creation and distribution of 3D data containing            
human remains will be avoided. 
 
General knowledge is provided to serve as guidelines when understanding the retention of             
open data. Any information provided is there to contribute to the discussion and conclusion              
of the thesis. The storage of 3D data is an issue which is frequently brought up when 3D is                   
discussed in other scenarios and it definitely weighs into the subject, however is not handled               
in this thesis.  
 

2. Essential Information  
 

2.1 Previous Research 
 
As of now, there is not much research to be found regarding what effect 3D has on the                  
researcher's interpretation of the past. It is, therefore, a somewhat unexplored field, however,             
there are examples of studies where technological advances result in new ways of collecting              
data, which have been made possible solely due to modern technology. There are examples of               
research that have a similar underlying tone, although the method itself is usually the focal               
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point of these articles. With this in mind, the following examples are that of more typical                
research that is thoroughly covered within the field of technical advances. This is more              
clearly defined as research focusing on the developing of digital tools and developing of              
methods to further the archaeological field.  
 
Several researchers employ the usage of satellite and GPS technology. This kind of research              
is comprehensively covered, however, the field is still developing. It is frequently mentioned             
as groundbreaking mainly due to its ability to locate, document and collect data. The new               
data collected is then what gives way for new interpretations (McCoy & Ladefoged 2009;              
Parcak, Mumford & Childs 2017; Watanabe, Nakamura, Liu & Wang 2017). Other examples             
hit closer to what this thesis will be dealing with. They can, amongst more, concern the actual                 
usage of 3D, how different techniques work, the legality surrounding it or working out which               
tool would be better used in different situations (Dell'Unto 2014; Galeazzi & Aldenderfer             
2014; Hirst, White, Smith. 2018; Marie & Qasrawi 2005; Orton & Hughes 2013; Pollefeys,              
Gool Lue, Vergauwen, Verbiest & Tops 2003; White, Hirst & Smith 2018). Nonetheless,             
none of these researchers focus solely on the impact the technology makes on the              
interpretation of the past.  
 

2.2 Methods Used to Create a 3D Image 
 
This section includes a selection of relevant methods that can be used when creating 3D-data.               
The reasoning behind the selection has been based in relevance to this thesis and aside from                
the mention of a few specific tools and methods I have made an effort to keep the information                  
at the level of a general overview. 
 

2.2.1 3D Models Generated from Images; Dense Stereo Matching (DSM) 

 
Generating a simple and cheap 3D-model is possible through the usage of DSM. The              
image-based method is first and foremost, in regards to normal archaeological activities, the             
easy alternative. Its technological groundwork is portable, as you solely require a camera. A              
camera is therefore also cost-efficient when compared to scanner equipment. DSM is            
progressively becoming more detailed and is suitable for the needs of researchers in the field               
when the need for excess detail is absent (Dell'Unto 2014:61; Galeazzi & Aldenderfer             
2014:362p; White, et al. 2018:253p). Consequently, all you need to create an image-based             
3D-model is a number of photographs from different angles, preferably with a reference of              
scale being included in the pictures too. The photos are then transformed through the favored               
program of the institution, which can locate correspondence points in the pictures, and             
thereby convert the 2D pictures to 3D (Pollefeys, et al. 2003:20p).  
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2.2.2 Laser Scanners 

 
The laser scanners available today are fairly ungainly and require a certain skill set when               
used, but the results a scanner can produce are usually very precise and is beneficial to the                 
preservation of every single detail of a site or item. Using a Laser Scanner when conducting                
fieldwork is slower in comparison to DSM, which, as earlier mentioned, is equivalent to an               
image-based method (Dell'Unto 2014:61; Galeazzi, et al. 2014:362p; White, et al.           
2018:253p). One enormously beneficial laser scanner provides Computerised Tomography         
(CT) scans, and works by layering and revealing an item or individual’s inside. With other               
words, it is the very same X-ray scans that are used in hospitals. Therefore, the researchers                
can access a 3D version of the inside of an artefact with ease and no damage (White                 
2018:253p).  
 
Laila Kitzler Åhfeldt (2019) has an extensive record of working with 3D scanning applied to               
rune stones. Her work utilises the scanning technique’s ability to produce detail by inspecting              
rune stone inscriptions. The intent is to identify individual stone carvers, as they leave              
different traces due to their own distinctive motions and technique (Kitzler Åhfeldt            
2019:5pp). Her work, in particular, shows an occasion where the detail scanning equipment             
can provide is necessary to interpret the past.  
 

2.3  Non-3D Methods Transmutable with 3D Methods 
 
Yet another selection of information has taken place in this section. The information has been               
selected to create an advantageous base of information surrounding what the current            
implementation of 3D within archaeology looks like and is divided into themes which will              
delve into a few specific usages 3D techniques can have in different areas of the field.  
 

2.3.1 Photographs 

 
Using pictures as a means of documenting a site, artefacts, or anything otherwise only made               
justice by the human eye is certainly an effective strategy and is essential for an easily                
achieved 3D model. However, in a study working with the development of virtual             
archaeology, Gareth Beale and Paul Reilly (2017) convey that new technology as it is often               
currently used is merely a somewhat better replica of the documentation method that             
proceeds it; referring to the limited or simple usage of photography, as if a camera was still                 
an expensive and rare resource. Among other matters, they argue that the field isn’t using the                
photo’s virtual possibilities to its full extent, despite efforts to do so from the very beginning                
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of the digital era. Instead they argue in favor of a more frequent usage of image-based 3D and                  
the development of further photograph-based analyses (Beale & Reilly, 2017). 
 
By utilizing multispectral images (MS) we immediately approach a more imaginative usage            
of photographs, all the while utilizing image-based analyses in the manner Beale and Reilly              
(2017) are promoting. An ensemble of researchers exercise this method in an article from              
2017, and they successfully detected data which had not been located before. The technique              
was used on ostraca, which are clay plates with ink-based Hebrew inscriptions from the              
biblical period. The ink on these plates fades quickly, and according to the researchers              
working with the MS imagery, they are frequently only photographed with a digital camera              
when documented. They proved that by using wavelengths between 550 and 950 mn through              
MS imagery, more scripture can be detected. This method has uncovered multiple new lines              
of text on the back of ostraca, which were previously thought to be blank. The researchers                
work has therefore revealed that these MS images are helpful in locating new data, as they                
use wavelengths beyond the scope of human vision (Faigenbaum-Golovin,         
Mendel-Geberovich, Shaus, Sober, Cordonsky, Levin, Moinester, Sass, Turkel, Piasetzky &          
Finkelstein 2017).  
 
When Beale and Reilly (2017) were using the term virtual archaeology, they clarify that it               
does have strong connections to 3D graphics, although the two don’t necessarily have to be               
linked. While it is true that virtual archeology is not always equal to a 3D based technique,                 
Beale and Reilly’s research proves a strong point by bringing up how we nowadays have               
daily access to technology that couldn’t even be imagined two decades ago. The archaeology              
field has struggled to develop with the times, and are stuck using new versions of old                
methods, despite groundbreaking ones being within reach. The photographs should be used to             
its full extent by utilizing possibilities, rather than pulling a digital camera out, pressing a               
button, and calling it a day (Beale & Reilly, 2017). 
 

2.3.2 Ceramic Shard Assembly 

 
Figuring out the shape of the original piece of pottery is a meaningful aspect when               
understanding its usage. This makes using whatever fragments available from the vessel            
essential to figuring the original purpose of the piece (Marie & Qasrawi 2005:1527; Orton &               
Hughes 2013:81). The function of a vessel reveals information about a site and what              
activities the humans living there performed during their lifetime. Some vessels may also             
have been used in ways that have departed from its original purpose, and its value has                
therefore changed during its active period (Orton & Hughes 2013:81). Information like this is              
essential for the interpretation of the past.  
 
Using 3D versions of the shards when putting them together works as a harmless method               
when dealing with these fragile pieces. As it is also time-consuming, ventures to automate the               
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process of pottery interpretations have been made (Marie & Qasrawi 2005:1527pp; Kampel,            
Martin & Sablatnig, Robert 2003:113p). Back in 2003, such an attempt was made by Martin               
Kampel and Robert Sablatnig. The method is dependent on the shard already having a correct               
orientation in the program. When compared to manual interpretations done by archeologists,            
the accuracy of this method was 50% when automating the pottery profile or finer pottery.               
Coarser pottery was automated with 35% accuracy. At the time, Kampel and Sablatnig             
viewed the technique as promising work in progress (Kampel & Sablatnig, 2003:117pp).            
Michail I. Stamatopoulos and Christos-Nikolaos Anagnostopoulos (2016) decided to         
approach digital assembly in a different manner. While having 3D versions of all pottery              
pieces, they rely on the thickness and shape of said pieces to work out where the piece had                  
once belonged on the vessel and in what correlation to each other they sat. The procedure                
works alongside the knowledge of the making of a vessel (Stamatopoulos &            
Anagnostopoulos 2016:19pp). Digitizing this process is very much still a work in progress,             
however if one day successful can contribute by speeding up the process of interpreting the               
hundreds of pieces of pottery gathered from a dig.  
 

2.3.3 Handmade 3D Models 

 
How and why archeological monuments were made into cork models starting around the year              
1760, is something explained by Richard Gillespie (2017). In Britain, these models            
sometimes served as a point of reference for researchers and other times they were a lavish                
tourist item, although not a souvenir. Gillespie compares them to the architectural drawings,             
which provide a lot of detail themselves, however, the cork models have the advantage of               
being presented in 3D. Overall it seems he is implying that the cork models were easily                
consumed by the public eye (Gillespie 2017:117pp). These miniatures of well known            
archeological sites posed as a prestige object for the private schooling collection in rich              
men’s homes, but gradually became more common in the public sector as means for teaching               
and showcasing towards the end of the 19th century (Gillespie 2017:133pp). As they grew              
out of fashion, the models’ value decreased and a lot of them disappeared one way or another.                 
Nowadays, the interest in these models has resurfaced and the historical value now weighs              
heavily, not only due to what the cork models are depicting (Gillespie 2017:140pp). 
 
In the Archaeological National Museum of Naples we find the handmade 3D model of              
Pompeii, known as “Plastico di Pompeii”. It is a highly detailed plaster model that was built                
around the turn of the 19th/20th century by Felice Padiglione, showing us the archeological              
site, as it looked like when excavated at the time. The model documents all the structures                
thoroughly, and shows details which in some cases aren’t visible on the actual site today               
(Dell'Unto 2014:57). Italo Gismondi’s plaster model “Plastico di Roma” is seen in the             
Museum of Roman Civilization and is unlike “Plastico di Pompeii” a recreation of the city it                
depicts. It serves its purpose as a document of the incredible archeological research poured              
into the city of Rome, and is viewed on book covers and souvenirs. An important note made                 
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by Victor Plahte Tschudi in his piece “Plaster Empires” is, however, that ideologies of the               
time will influence the look of a reconstructed model (Plahte Tschudi 2012:387p, 397).             
Reconstructions are also something the digital 3D-work is composed of and puts emphasis on              
the archaeologist’s own interpretation (Pollefey et al. 2003:25). 
 

2.3.4 Archeological Fieldwork Documentation 

 
Recording the process of fieldwork and effectively documenting the findings is of importance             
for future researchers due to the simple fact that archaeological fieldwork is a destructive              
process. The making of notes and drawing of plans is also time-consuming and therefore 3D               
recording has found its way into the field (Pollefey et al. 2003:20). Documenting the              
stratigraphy of the soil layers is important in understanding the timeline and time-associations             
of finds and is often recorded through a baulk sketch and other notes, be it physical or                 
computer based. Recording this information through simultaneously acquired 3D images of           
the dig site is however a very easy and complimentary documentation method. It saves              
precious time and effort (Pollefey et al. 2003:20p).  
 
The 3D technique opens the possibility of a visual database, similarly described as a 3D               
Geographical Information System (GIS). This visual database has a margin of error close to              
one centimeter, according to Pollefey et al. That being both regarding the depth and length of                
the model, still, this margin is suitable for the needs of archeologists (Pollefey et al.               
2003:24pp). A 3D GIS, where finds can be located by placement and depth, creates a               
wonderful visual tool for the interpretation of the site, but a lot of the projects involving this                 
visual aid has lacked a proper and functional database (Galeazzi, Callieri, Dellepiane,            
Charno, Richards & Scopigno 2016:1p). Helene Wilhelmson and Nicolo Dell’Unto (2015)           
have worked on utilizing 3D models of human remains within a GIS. They describe the               
hardship of surrounding circumstances when documenting data in the field, such as uncertain             
weather conditions and time limitations, which can affect the end result. Constant 3D             
documentation prevents any information from disappearing fully during the dig, and by            
putting focus on the documentation of human remains, they conducted a GIS database to              
store and enable further use and analysis of the in situ remains as a GIS.  
 
The archaeological fieldwork interpretation is greatly benefit from the usage of 3D when             
preserving the visible data of a site (Landeschi, Dell'Unto, Lundqvist, Ferdani, Campanaro,            
Danilo & Leander Touati 2016:104; Wilhelmson & Dell’Unto 2015) Which leads us to the              
conclusion that having digital data from fieldwork, especially 3D-based such, creates a            
discussion regarding data sharing as a means to make way for a different archaeological              
analysis (Galeazzi, et al. 2016).  
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2.3.5 Analyses of Human Remains 

 
When previously working with human remains, having to view the remains in person has              
been essential for any analysis. Other options have included the use of photographs, molds or               
replicated copies of the remains (White, et al. 2018:253). Analyses which are still possible              
through a 3D-model include the ones which are non-destructive. Logically, it means that any              
analysis which requires a sample or makes a physical impact on the remains is not feasible                
through digital data (Hirst, et al. 2018:275). The analyses do still make way for interpretation               
without access to the physical object. Firstly, collecting and digitizing osteometric data is             
more time-efficient through 3D-utensils, however its exact accuracy rate is debated to vary             
between none and approximately one millimeter (White, et al. 2018:253pp). 
 
The work of previously mentioned Wilhelmson and Dell’Unto (2015) is relevant to this             
subject too, as it is during fieldwork the first data about the remains is collected. Their                
method called Virtual Taphonomy assists in detecting fracture patterns and the           
necrodynamics of the bones. By using a 3D-GIS in the manner presented above, a lot of                
detail can be preserved with the intent of finding patterns and conducting further             
interpretations.  
 
The interpretation of the remains is in the hands of the researcher, such as it would have been                  
in its physical form. Once again, depending on what 3D-method is used there is varied cost in                 
both time and money. The results and detail of the model will also be dependent on the                 
method chosen by the researcher. Digitalised tomography scans can access internal parts of             
the remains, otherwise not noticeable with the bare eye. Therefore, it not only makes the               
remains easily accessible for interpretation, it also renders completely new methods which            
will contribute to the final interpretation (White et al. 2018:253p, 259). The 3D-data             
produced is also an easily comprehensible solution for interactive activities in museums. One             
example which White (2018) brings up, is how the British Museum used CT-data to create               
3D-printed versions of the different layers of a Jericho skull, which is a neolithic skull               
decorated in plaster and seashells. This gave the visitors a new way of experiencing the object                
seen in front of them (White et al. 2018:260). Reconstruction of facial features in physical               
3D models is also something which utilizes the value of the 3D experience. One such               
example of an artist who specializes in reconstructing faces is Oscar Nilsson, who operates in               
Sweden.  
 

3. Theory 
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3.1. Key Concepts 
 
There are a few concepts which will need more specific definitions. When referring to the               
concept of 3D technology it illustrates the generic view of tools and techniques used to create                
a 3D model. To clarify the usage of 3D data it signifies any data which have 3D elements                  
within it, and therefore specifically digital 3D models relevant to the archaeological field.             
Open data, in this case, signify the academically produced data which is publicly accessible.              
In coherence to open data lies the terms exclusion and inclusion. Exclusion, in this case, is                
referring to the exclusion or obstruction of outsider interpretations of 3D data and inclusion              
describes the ability to have direct correspondence to open data. Where inclusion exists, so              
does also the matter of outsider interpretation. Outsiders are defined as those who do not have                
access to data produced from any, or specific, archaeological facilities. And lastly, the word              
ownership is in this scenario considers the legal right to retain or withhold data from public                
access. 
 

3.2 Theoretical Discussion 
 
When viewing the topic of 3D-model interpretation further we will take an acknowledged             
ethical approach to the issue, based on the tangible world of academic politics. Cara Hirst,               
Suzanna White and Sian Smith (2018) have previously engaged in discussing 3D with topics              
related to ownership and ethical usage within archaeology. Their view of the ethical situation              
regarding 3D digital data is based on the sense of there not being many legal precautions                
around the concept. They emphasize the importance of an ethical groundwork concerning            
3D-data, as it is becoming a standardised utility within archaeology and carries the potential              
for non-destructive types of analysis (Hirst, et al. 2018:275). Due to the nature of ethical               
usage regarding the 3D-data, we will have to take a closer look at the ownership of the data,                  
inclusion and exclusion of possible interpretations from outsiders and how open data affects             
it all.  
 
Besides the political viewpoint of the subject, the thesis also considers the matter of personal               
bias when collecting data. Fieldwork experience from case studies points at the bias in the               
background of collecting the data at the archaeological sites. This bias is dependent on              
background and experience, and it is the variation of the data which is documented that can                
be seen as an issue (Peacock 2000; Graesch 2009; Johnson 2010). There is an outdated               
theoretical concept where the collection of data is done without the fieldworker spending             
time on the interpretation. Interpretation was put in the hands of others, which at the time                
were seen as more competent. However, in reality the field worker got an entire different               
experience from working with the items and sites up close and therefore another kind of               
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possibility for interpretations (Johnson 2010). According to Johnson (2010) an archaeologist           
should never deny the existence of a personal bias when collecting the archaeological data,              
but should however do their best to erase it. He further prefices the fact that part of an                  
archaeologist’s work lies in deciding which interpretations of the past should be valued more.              
This is done by providing proof, or data, that can be disproven or proven further when put to                  
the test. There is no room for interpretations based solely in common sense, as common sense                
is a fluid concept and changes gradually depending on our current knowledge and culture              
(Johnson 2010:24pp). 
 

4. Method 
 

4.1 Used Methods 
 

The thesis mainly focuses on the usage of literary sources and is therefore based in qualitative                
research. The reasoning behind the choice of method is fairly simple. There is a great deal of,                 
more or less, new research regarding the 3D implementation within archaeology. Therefore, it             
seemed beneficial to examine these sources, and any other useful literature, when exploring             
the subject. At the same time it is also easier to avoid getting entangled into the thicket of the                   
subject by putting up clear limitations to oneself. Comparing literary work will consequently             
aid in getting an idea of what interpretation possibilities we are handed when implementing              
the usage of 3D techniques within archeology and the comparison will in turn identify a few                
core points which ultimately shows the effects of 3D implementation in a clearcut fashion. 
 
Understanding the academic climate and by whom academic 3D data can be interpreted is              
one important factor to bring into the thesis discussion. The archaeologist’s bias when             
collecting data is another central point which needs to be grasped in order to work towards an                 
understanding of the presented problem of the thesis. The method used in the discussion part               
of this thesis is therefore in essence based on answering overall questions, which will guide               
us into working out an answer to how the 3D implementation is affecting the archeological               
interpretations of the past.  
 
The majority of sources used are reached through the Linnaeus University library services,             
others bought as E-books, a few were found through Google Scholar and lastly some where               
provided to me by my tutor. Due to this, the vast majority of the literature have been handled                  
through a computer rather than in person at the library. This was a conscious choice, as                
collecting and using digital sources has benefitted my research progress. This is mainly due              
to their ease of access, but I also have an easier time working with documents on a screen. Of                   
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course, if certain relevant research only existed in physical form, it would not have prevented               
it from being a part of this thesis. Moreover, the goal of the selection of sources based on                  
their content has been to pick sources which can help show a pattern of methods changed or                 
changeable by the implementation of 3D. This pattern is solely based in understanding the              
change which 3D-methods is bringing to the field, how it is beneficial and finally how it in                 
turn changes the interpretation of the past through preventing bias data collection and existing              
in an accessible, but yet assayable, format.  
 

4.2 Selection  
 
The selection of sources has been made based on what has seemed relevant to the subject. All                 
mentioned 3D-methods, such as CT-scanning and DSM, are selectively brought to light due             
to them being easily understood in relation to the creation of new data. Other non-mentioned               
existing 3D methods are not explored as they are not needed to further explain the usage of                 
3D within archaeology, considering this thesis’s volume of content. Further, there was a             
selection of information for the chapter containing essential information. Information about           
photographs as a digital tool was brought into the thesis to serve as another example of an                 
element utilized in virtual archaeology. Thereafter, it is a guideline of how a technology can               
seem one sided, but actually is capable of being used for further developed methods. Since               
photographs is something which is used everyday, it seemed as a perfect example of a tool                
which is taken for granted for the simple application it has, but in actuality is capable of                 
further utility than what we first expect. Ceramic shard assembly is meaningful to mention as               
we delve into the topic of automatizing the interpretation of shards and vessel shapes.              
Although the technique seems to have far to go before being as efficient as an actual                
researcher, the thought of making the process more effective is there. I chose to bring up                
physical 3D models such as cork and plaster models, as they are the original 3D data of                 
archaeology. They give us an idea of what importance our digital models can serve us in the                 
future, but also how they can be influenced. Archeological fieldwork is then brought up as it                
is one of the parts of archaeology which seemingly is being the most influenced by 3D data.                 
This is considering 3D is making the collection of data more time efficient, more thorough               
and less bias. Lastly, human remains. They are fragile in field, and contain an abundance of                
information, which can only really be comfortably explored with the help of 3D methods. 
 

4.3 Source Criticism  
 
All sources used are put into the thesis to serve their part. All are peer-reviewed, with the                 
exception of sources handling the very recent case regarding the Nefertiti bust, as they are               
news articles reporting on the event rather than scientific studies. Regarding lawful            
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ownership, there is no specific focus on one part of the world and sources are consequently                
from varied countries of origin. It seems the laws are encountering the same kind of issues                
regarding ownership of 3D models and it should in turn not pose an issue directed towards                
the resulting information.  
 
When working towards the answer to what the important aspects of the 3D implementation              
are to the interpretation of the past, there is a certain bias, as the sources used were mostly                  
sought out by me, which in its turn might have resulted in a selection of sources which                 
benefit the conclusion given. 
 

5. Analysis 
 

5.1 How Do We Interpret the Past Through the 3D-data? 
 
Although essential for an image-based 3D-model, photographs are lacking the depth and            
variable usage compared to a 3D image. When used creatively, such as through multispectral              
imagery or 3D, they give us another beneficial route into interpreting the past. MS imagery,               
although not directly linked to 3D, shows the importance of implementing modern            
approaches to tools which for a prolonged period of time have been used in an unilateral                
manner (Beale & Reilly 2017; Faigenbaum-Golovin et al. 2017). When specifically           
compared to the interpretation possibilities regarding 3D, photographs have already served           
their purpose as tools for interpretation on their own. Photographs are possibly mostly             
beneficial to be used as a supplement or a basis for more innovative technical analyses (Beale                
& Reilly 2017). For instance, when considering human remains, some analyses are more             
easily made working with a 3D-model rather than a flat image. Mapping the in situ remains                
within a GIS, and collecting additional data to complement further analysis is one of many               
approaches which proves the flexibility of 3D-analysis (Wilhelmsen & Dell’Unto 2015).  
 
CT-scans are also incredibly useful as it potentially prevents and replaces destructive            
methods otherwise used to acquire similar data. This case illustrates how non-destructive            
analyses of items, sites, and human remains are made possible by 3D-data (Hirst, et. al. 2018;                
Wilhelmson & Dell’Unto 2015). Constant movement in the technological field is needed for             
the interpretation of the past to flourish. Usually it creates new methods which can              
effectivilise and improve the analyses within archaeology. The switch to using 3D versions             
instead of handling fragile objects in its physical form is an inclusive solution, as they keep                
the original item as pristine as possible if anyone else would wish to go back and work with                  
the physical object (Hirst, et al. 2018). Ceramics and vessels are under no threat of damage                
when handled through a 3D-program. Moreover, they are also a possible contestant into             
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becoming a part of an automated interpretation system, based on thickness, placement and a              
database of previous vessels (Kampel & Sablatnig, 2003; Stamatopoulos & Anagnostopoulos           
2016). The level of detail available from the correct scanner can through researchers such as               
Kitzler Åhfeldt (2019) identify individual rune carvers. Her research actively creates brand            
new data, and examples like these work towards changing and improving the interpretation of              
the past. Her data specifically can provide us with more information regarding the number of               
stone carvers present in prehistory, and also their movement across the land. 3D scanning has               
been implemented as a means for peeking into the life of a rune carver. 3D is therefore                 
revealing more data present on runestones than what our eyes can entail.  
 
Fieldwork sites are benefitted from a documented view of the depth and chronological             
process, as the actual fieldwork process is destructive in nature. The indirect stopping of time               
that 3D-data can provide makes further interpretation a possibility for both those involved in              
the dig, but also any other person with access to the 3D-data (Pollefey et al. 2003;                
Wilhelmson and Dell’Unto 2015). It is important to note, however, that the fieldwork is              
where the bias data collecting is encountered. Any data which is collected, interpreted in the               
wrong way or simply not documented is, in its original form, lost to the researching world                
(Peacock 2000; Graesch 2009; Johnson 2010). 3D implementation prevents this to a certain             
degree. As plan and baulk sketches can be replaced by a 3D version, they are no longer                 
affected by the personal bias. The interpretation of the soil layers, which will be gone after                
the dig is over, are no longer put in the hands of the researcher and the bias is erased as there                     
is no interpretation to be made (Johnson 2010). There are of course still new problems               
associated with using another technique. The bias shown by the photogrammetry-based data            
consists of a margin of error. Rebecca K. Napolitano and Branko Glisic (2018) have written               
an article which works out how to best lessen the impact of this margin. They suggest using                 
two points with known measurements for reference and a consistent placement of the camera              
to avoid the error which frequently occurs along the length of the model.  
 
Although handmade, the physical 3D-versions of sites and cities showcase the possibilities of             
3D-modelling on a larger scale, as it is an example of preserved knowledge (Plahte Tschudi               
2012; Gillespie 2017). Especially prominent in its function is the deital of the Pompeii plaster               
model, as we have details left on this model that has been lost today (Dell'Unto 2014).                
Therefore, it is serving its purpose as a means for documenting and preserving the              
information of the site. However, there is also the question of how accurately the model is                
portraying the site, as other physical models from the time are known to take some creative                
liberties, which in other words describe the reconstructing of the artist’s interpretation rather             
than only showing what there is to see on the actual site. We are hence plagued by yet                  
another kind of bias (Plahte Tschudi 2012; Johnson 2010). 
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5.2 Who Interprets the Past Through the 3D-data? 
 
Some museums have access to wonderous items, however, some of them are reluctant for              
independent pictures to be taken of said item. The Egyptian bust of Nefertiti is located in                
Neues Museum in Berlin, which has prohibited visitors from taking pictures of the bust,              
however, not long ago a highly detailed 3D copy of Nefertiti was leaked online. The museum                
tried to earn ownership of this copy but ended up losing the case as there is no ownership to                   
be held over an independently created 3D version of a public artwork, which the bust is                
considered (Rea 2019; Charr 2019). Laws regarding the ownership and copyright of the             
digital 3D-data vary depending on where on earth you are situated and this verdict is based on                 
the legislation of Article 14, which is enforced in the European Union (Charr 2019). This is a                 
case where the museum’s main appeal to visitors was leaked, which could result in fewer               
customers coming to the museum to see the bust with their own eyes, or the complete                
opposite, as this sparked interest in the public. The end goal of the leaked 3D scan is however                  
met, there is now a 3D version of this object accessible through a simple Google search,                
available for anyone’s interpretation. 
 
There is a definite need and want regarding access to open data within archaeology.              
Especially in an era where most information is expected to be accessed online, the reasoning               
behind open data is more logical than ever before and needs to grow into being a respected                 
initiative by those who share their work and data (Kansa & Kansa 2013:103; Beale              
2012:614). The attention open access can create for archaeological research is unique, as the              
audience is larger. Because of this, the data value is also increased, as it is no longer limited                  
by its geographical placement. To make way for an open sharing of data, an infrastructure is                
required, but once established it is reusable. Communication of data can thereafter be the              
groundwork for a collaborative interpretation of prehistory (Beale 2012:614pp; Hirst          
2018:274p). Spreading data is, after all, preventing any control had in who gets to interpret it.                
Otherwise, archaeological research is, in many cases, a direct reflection of the politics of the               
geographical location of the data (Beale 2012:615pp; Özdogan 1998:111p). With open data            
and accessible data online, the researcher’s location is no longer something that prevents             
outsider interpretations (Beale 2012:616). Although this scenario can be viewed as positive,            
this also sparks a debate regarding the inclusion of researchers with questionable intentions.             
Morphing data into suiting your own world view is common on all sides of the political                
spectrum, however, some may have negative effects on the interpretation of the past, and can               
be used to spread hatred and division through nationalism. Fueling these intentions are not              
ideal, and neither is the exclusion of one particular group, as it is also impossible to do so                  
when dealing with open data (Ascherson 2003; Brophy  2018:1650pp).  
 
Legally, there is no apparent unified view in the world regarding the ownership of 3D-data.               
Although, there are cases in the US which are similar to what happened in the case of the                  
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Nefertiti bust, were the 3D-models were made of a public art piece, and once again did not                 
fall into the ownership of the physical object’s owner or creator due to this very reason (Hirst                 
2018:276p). There are also discussions to be had regarding the lack of ownership of human               
remains from archaeological contexts. According to UK law, there is no ownership to be had.               
Therefore, the 3D-data of said remains are liable to certain laws of their own. A small                
alteration of any 3D-data could also completely remove the previous creation’s copyright,            
and as such, we come to understand that the question of ownership of 3D-data is highly                
individual and complicated (Hirst 2018:277p).  
 

5.3 Conclusion of Chapter 
 
Three different 3D aspects which seem to have an effect on the interpretation of the past can                 
be identified through the analysis above: 
 
Firstly, the existence of data in an accessible format. The 3D data itself is full of analytic                 
possibilities and since it isn’t hindered by any physical obstacles it can easily be shared with                
both insiders and outsiders. Although the distribution of information is benefitted by open             
data, this is a matter that is still evident without taking the debate of open data access and                  
ownership into account due to 3D data being digital and assayable. 
 
Secondly, the creation of new data. Creation of data through 3D technology can be done in                
multiple ways, with some being considerably more creative than others. Kitzler Åhfeldt’s            
(2019) work is an example where her methods work to create brand new data, which in this                 
case can reveal the existence and movement of individual stone carvers. The creation of new               
data through methods like CT-scanning is another example where new data is produced.  

 
Thirdly, the prevention of human bias. Although not perfect, using photo-based 3D methods             
within fieldwork is assisting in preventing the interpretation bias by allowing further usage of              
original data from destroyed sites. Therefore, future outsider researchers do not solely have to              
rely on or have a reason to distrust the previous data collection of individuals. 
 

6. Discussion and Interpretation 
 

6.1 Process of Work 
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Working from little to nothing in terms of specifically oriented previous research, it is evident               
that there is more to add to the discussion. The information presented early on in the thesis                 
gave way for an understanding surrounding the 3D usage within archaeology, and why it is               
important to how the past is perceived and interpreted. Different 3D tools generate different              
results, which is why it is also difficult to generalize the term 3D to the extent which it in                   
some cases have been in this thesis. It’s important to note that while some new methods and                 
tools generate a similar, but new, result from its usage, other methods can generate some               
entirely new data. The selection of information made in 2. The 3D Innovation and Its Effect                
on Archaeology came together to create the groundwork for 5. Analysis. From there, the              
analysis further highlights the variables of 3D usage which is perceived as beneficial to              
interpretations. Evidently, much of this is also influenced by the theoretical standpoints            
presented in 3. Theory. Altogether, in the end, the thesis works to condense and simplify the                
answers to the stated problems of the thesis. 
 

6.2 Further Problematization  
 
Since 3D-data serves as a reliable resource when proving and shaping a new interpretation of               
the past, the data created from 3D serves a purpose as an asset used to benefit an                 
interpretation (Johnson 2010). The data itself does not create the interpretation, this is made              
by the individual analyzing the data and how they chose to use it is up to them. Thereafter,                  
open data seems to be the correct approach to create inclusion and further possible              
interpretations. The matter of extreme politically angled interpretation approaches to this data            
is in my own opinion not something that can be avoided. As Johnson (2010) states, the matter                 
of heritage is politically sensitive and will result in unpleasant interpretations. It is my              
understanding that some of those who seek or create an interpretation of prehistory obviously              
angled to create division and politically benefit an hate-filled agenda would gladly propose             
this interpretation without making sure they had used legitimate data. Tess Woodcraft (2018)             
counsels a neuroscientist on this known phenomenon, and they conclude that it is born out of                
putting emotion before rationality, which is something we can notice happening on all sides              
of the political spectrum. With this hypothetical thought in mind, open data is not the sole                
perpetrator to be fueling an hostile interpretation, it is our emotion.  
 
Even when there are limited options for open data, the accessibility of 3D data and the                
allround analysis possibilities surrounding the data is beneficial to the bigger picture. The             
data exists, albeit sometimes within closed circles or paywalls, in an accessible format which              
can easily be shared between researchers. The accessible and analysis friendly concept            
3D-data embody is the very basis for a more inclusive research field. Jeremy Huggett              
(2015:80) suggest that the archaeological field many times is not the instigator of new              
technology, despite the apparent change computing has brought to the sector. Whatever the             
case may be, when looking further towards the matter of creation of new data, we notice that                 
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3D not only is replacing methods, but also applying new ones which generate a new type of                 
data. The method itself might not be new, such as the CT-scan, however the usage and result                 
of it will be. New data provides new material to work with, which in turn will create what is                   
needed for new interpretations. These interpretations are always theoretically charged, but all            
are eventually compared to each other and popular opinion will decide its value to the               
archaeological sector (Johnson 2010). Instead however, let us conclude this theme by looking             
at the comparison of tool usage. Normal photographs and multispectral images show us that              
applying a new method to an old tool can result in new data creation. In conclusion, there is                  
reason to keep looking at the different methods which are available to us within 3D, and ask,                 
are we using this method or tool to its full extent? 
 
In regards to the plaster reconstructions, Plahte Tschudi (2012) mentions how ideology can             
affect the reconstructions. The Digital 3D reconstruction will have the same kinds of issues.              
Even though the 3D base data might be collected in the field with digital accuracy, it does not                  
exempt them from being affected by a bias when being reconstructed. A model can be               
modified intentionally or unintentionally, with either reconstructional purposes in mind or           
due to negligence, the resulting data can misdirect new interpretations. Personal bias can             
sneak into 3D-data, however is still a beneficial method when erasing the need for a final                
interpretation made on site. The 3D-models are made to depict the portrayed place or item               
with accuracy and depth, not found in any other documentation methods. Being able to              
capture a moment or a place and indirectly stopping time is certainly supposed to be a valued                 
aspect.  
 
The rapid change of technical wonders available to the archeological field is without a doubt               
also changing how we view the past. Beyond the three main points gathered from the analysis                
of this thesis, there is one final addition. 3D seems to not only be beneficial to the collection                  
of new data, but also the preservation of old. This is logically also a case where the                 
interpretation of the past is affected by preserving and documenting artefacts. Let us look to a                
well known example where documentation has served its part. In the Danish National History              
Museum two unique golden horns were stolen and destroyed in 1802. Luckily, comparable             
replicas could be made of the horns, as intricate drawings of them existed (Danish National               
History Museum 2019). Instead, if digital 3D-methods had been available it could have             
served as a better detail preservation in the wake of this incident. Preserving objects through               
digitalization is an initiative which seems to have been taken by quite a few museums. One                
open source database which is available online is the Swedish-Norwegian site Digitalt            
Museum (https://digitaltmuseum.se/), which collects copies of photographs and photographs         
of items.  
 

7. Conclusion 
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According to the study made, 3D-implementation helps the archaeological interpretation by           
accommodating four main points: 
  
- Creation of new data 
- Preserving of old data 
- Existence in an accessible format 
- Preventing bias data collection during fieldwork 
 
Together these points make way to advance the archaeological interpretation and benefit the             
researchers to come. Consequently, they enrich the archaeological research field, and is the             
resulting answer to our main question of the thesis; What consequences does the             
implementation of 3D within archaeology have for the interpretations of the past?  
 
Further, I wanted to find out what beneficial interpretational methods had been created as a               
result of the implementation of 3D techniques, hence, I came to the following conclusion.              
Some practices within the archaeological field which have been improved or replaced by             
3D-methods are fieldwork documentation, the usage of photographs, and analysis of fragile            
objects. Photographs, although still used, have morphed with the usage of 3D and is greatly               
beneficial to archaeological fieldwork, as it erases both the bias collection and the exclusion              
of outsider interpretations of the site. There is no risk of a personal bias affecting the                
collected data if it is later available for further studies away from the fieldwork. Conclusively,               
methods don't seem to have been directly created, but rather adapted to an archaeological              
subtext. There are, despite this, examples of beneficial 3D methods which have been created              
independently, such as the method used by Kitzler Åhfeldt (2019).  
 
The question which inquire about the impact of 3D data on outsider interpretations also has a                
fairly direct answer. The accessibility of 3D data should benefit the outsider interpretation.             
The reason mainly being, as the question implies to begin with, that the 3D data is an analysis                  
friendly concept. Open data makes this more or less accessible, and having open data as a                
default option would typically work to develop research through a wider range of intellectual              
input, despite political issues arising as a result of accessible data. Conclusively, open data is               
not needed in its entirety for the accessible format of the 3D data to be beneficial to both                  
insider and outsider interpretation. 
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